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Lou Florio

Lou Florio is an accomplished chief financial officer for CSC’s Digital Brand Services (DBS) division. He is an experienced financial operations and technology senior executive with demonstrated expertise in building consensus across an organization, developing strategic plans, and supporting the organization to execute them. Lou has years of experience centred on the development and oversight of finance structures through transition and change, and is outcome-focused as DBS continues to build towards more ownership of its financial responsibilities and structure.

Prior to joining DBS, Lou served as the CFO of Common Securitization Solutions, a joint venture between Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac that issues the unified mortgage-backed securities for the two government-sponsored entities. Prior to CSC, Lou served in numerous executive finance roles within Barclays and MBNA, and built his career on many other accomplishments.

Lou strives to be a generous listener, valuing diverse opinions, supporting a culture of trust, and enabling colleagues to solve challenges in accomplishing company goals well as their own career aspirations. One Team, One Mission!
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